The irrationality proof of the values of the dilogarithmic function L2(z) at rational points z = \jk for every integer k £ (-oo , -5] U [7, oo) is given. To show this we develop the method of Padé-type approximations using Legendre-type polynomials, which also derives good irrationality measures of L2(\/k).
Introduction
This paper is devoted to studying rational approximations to the values of the dilogarithmic function fzlog{l-t) , -^z» L2{z) = -Jo -JLr-Ldt=â t rational points z = \/k for nonzero integers k. The function L2{z) was studied over two hundred years ago by Euler, Landen, and others. The special values of L2{z) at some algebraic points and several functional relations satisfied by L2{z) are known (see, for example, Lewin's book [9, Chapter 1] ). L2{z) is holomorphic in the complex plane with a branch cut z = 1 to oo .
Concerning arithmetical properties of the values of dilogarithms at rational points, Maier [10] has shown the irrationality of L2{l/k) for any integer k > 2ie1. This result was remarkably improved by Chudnovsky [2, 3] , who announced that L2{\/k) is irrational for any integer k > 14. He also pointed out that in the G-function approach (ineffective method) L2{\/k) becomes irrational only for k > eni. Recently the author [8] studied Padé-type approximations to the dilogarithm by using the Legendre-type polynomials with integral coefficients An{x) = -7-r(x"2(x"'(l -x)")C">)("2> nx\n2\ [12, 00) .
Modifying the polynomials (1.1), we now introduce the following polynomials with integral coefficients: B,,m,nix) = -^{X'{xm+"{\-X)l+mr< U) =g(-iy('7)(j+r")c+:+V".
where I, m (/ > m), and n are nonnegative integers. The importance of these polynomials lies in the fact that the greatest common divisor of the coefficients is fairly large. Then the polynomials (1.2) enable us to obtain the following Theorem 1.1. L2{l/k) is irrational for any integer k £ (-co, -5] U [7, oc) .
The proof of Theorem 1.1 will be given in §6. Our method also provides good irrationality measures of L2{l/k). For example, -15.275 <À-'ï >qf or any sufficiently large integer q, which fairly improves Chudnovsky's result: p{\4) ~ 300 [3] . For some numerical results on the irrationality measures of L2{l/k), see Tables 1 and 2 in §6.
Although our method cannot be applied to the case k = 1, there are several results concerning rational approximations to the value ¿2(1) = n2/6 • (See van der Poorten [11], Beukers [1] , Chudnovsky and Chudnovsky [4] , Dvornicich and Viola [5] , Rukhadze [12] , and the author's paper [7] .)
Analogously to [8] we can also show that the numbers 1, log(l -l/k), and L2{l/k) are linearly independent over Q for any integer k £ (-00, -5] U [7,oo) . In § §2 and 3, we will investigate some fundamental properties of the polynomials (1.2). Then we will construct explicitly our Padé-type approximations to the dilogarithm L2{z) in §4. In §5 the asymptotic behaviors of the denominators of the approximate rational numbers and of the remainder terms will be given. Our main results on the irrationality measures of L2{l/k) will be proved in the last section.
Preliminaries
In this section we investigate some fundamental properties on the polynomials B¡mn{x).
First, we have the following Lemma 2.1. Let l,m,n, and n' be nonnegative integers satisfying I > m, and suppose that P{x) is a real polynomial of degree less than I + m + n + n' satisfying the following properties:
(1) /"' xJP{x) dx = 0 for 0 < j < I ; (2) J0 xjP{x) logx dx = 0 for 0 < j < m ; (3) P{x) = 0{xn) as x -0 and P{x) = 0((1 -x)"') as x ^ \. Then P{x) must be identically zero.
Proof. Put
Then it follows from (1) and (3) that P(x) = xm+n{l -x)m+^Ö(x) for some real polynomial Q{x) of degree less than /, and that /0 xJP{x) dx = 0 for 0 < j < I -m. Moreover, this equality holds also for every -m < j < -1 from (2). Thus / xJ+n{l-x)m+n'Q{x)dx = 0 Jo for 0 < j < I ; in particular, -i xn(l-x)m+"'o2(x)¿x = 0.
I Jo '0
Therefore we have Q{x) = 0 ; hence P{x) = 0, as required. D
It is easily verified that the polynomial (2.1) B,,m n>n,{x) = 1^{{xl{xm+n{l -x),+m+n')""')(" of degree l + m + n + n' satisfies the conditions (1), (2) , and (3) of Lemma 2.1 if / > m . Therefore these conditions determine the polynomial (2.1) uniquely up to a constant multiple. Next we study the distribution of zero points of Bimnn,{x). Proof. We can assume that / > 1. Let N{U) be the number of zero points of U(x) with odd order lying on (0,1) for any real polynomial U{x) ^ 0. Put
Then, using the same method as in the previous proof, /J xjB*{x) dx = 0 for 0 < j < I, where B*{x) = x~~mB{x) is a real polynomial of degree I + m + n + n' > 1 ; hence N{B) = N{B*) > I by the standard argument. Therefore we have N{BLm,n,n,) = N{B^) > /V(5<m- Proof. Put P*{z) = Px>N+l{z) -{aXtNz + h,N)Px,NÍz) K / ,Cj,x,nPx,n-jJ2), J=l where ¿z^jy, bxyN, and C;,a,v (1 < j < K) are rational numbers chosen so that the degree of P*{z) is less than N-K. Clearly we have J0' x;P*(x) dx = 0 for 0 < j < I*, where
... ,1{N-K)}.
Since K > 8, it is easily seen that 1{N) -l>l(N-K) ; hence /* = 1{N -K).
Similarly, /0 x77>*(x)logxi/x = 0 for 0 < j < m*, where m* = min{m{N + 1), m{N) -1, m{N -1), ... , m{N -AT)} = m{N -K)
since K = 8 + [11/{X -1)]. Moreover, P*{x) = 0{xn') as x -► 0, where n* = min{«(A + 1), n{N), n{N-I),..., n{N-K)} = n{N-K).
Thus, from Lemma 2.1, P*{z) = 0 since N -K = 1{N -K) + m{N -K) + n{N -AT), as required. We also need the following lemma, which will play an important role in the proof of the irrationality of L2{l/k) and even in the proof of the linear independence of the numbers 1, log(l -l/k), and L2{l/k). Then it follows from (2.4) that G^{0) = 0 for any 0 < j < I + m. On the other hand, since / > m, it is easily seen that
for some polynomials Uo{z) and V0{z) of degrees less than / and m respectively. Since G{z) is an analytic function in a neighborhood of the origin, we In particular, since zm~xVo{l/z) is a polynomial of degree less than m, we have
The integrand of the above integral is clearly analytic in the complex plane with a branch cut from z = 1 to oo. So we can change the contour C to the new contour Ct consisting of the circle centered at the origin with radius T > 1 and two segments joining z = 1 and z = T (see Figure 1 ). Letting T -> oo, we thus obtain j; 
X -Zo
Thus, by Lemma 2.5, there exist some polynomials U{x) and V{x) such that g{x) = U{x) + V{x) logx for any 0 < x < 1. This implies that U{x) + V{x)logx = 0, where Ü{x) = vo~{x-zo)U{x) and V{x) = wo~{x-zo)V{x). Then it is easily seen that this occurs if and only if U{x) = V{x) = 0 ; hence U{x) = V{x) = 0 and vo = Wo = 0, as required. D
Arithmetical property of the coefficients
In this section we study the asymptotic behavior of common divisors of the coefficients of Px,nÍx) as N -> oo. The main result (Lemma 3.1 below) in this section is an arithmetical lemma, which will be proved by using the prime number theorem.
We denote by (x, y) the usual Cartesian coordinates in R2. Then define the "characteristic set" D = Dx U D2 u D}, where Dx = {{x,y);y > j, x + y<l, and 2x + y > 1}, Di = {ix, y) ; y > { , y < x, and x + 2y < 2}, #3 = {ix,y);y >0, y<x, andx + 2y < 1}. 
Now let u{p) > 0 be the largest integer such that p"^ divides the integer (3.1). Then, since p2 > 2N, we obtain Hp)
We now distinguish three cases according to the value of /* as follows: to < n, and 2to + n' < 2. On the other hand, it follows from (3.3) and (3.4) that N \n-n'\< n \{2X+l)p\ + n' \{2X+l)p\ < Sn; {2X+l)p hence to -n + n' + 8 > 0 for all sufficiently large /V. Thus 2to > I + 6 and n' + 6 > 1 ; hence 2to + n' > 2, a contradiction. Therefore we have v{p) > 1.
Case ÔN>Ô N ■ Thus a>-^ + ^'-l-ö>0, since \r¡ -n'\ < Sn ■ Hence 2to > 8 and r¡' + 8 > 1 ; so, 2co + n' > 1, a contradiction. Therefore u{p) > 1.
Thus we have v{p) > 1 in any case. Since ;' is arbitrary, the prime p divides all the coefficients (3.1), as required.
We next study the asymptotic behavior of {dx{N)} as N -> oo. Let L be a sufficiently large integer and let I = {a, ß) be any 
PADÉ-TYPE APPROXIMATIONS
We now construct explicitly our rational approximations to the dilogarithm L2{z) using the polynomials (2.2).
Let Mn be the least common multiple of {1, 2, ... , N}. For any z £ C -[1, oo), we consider the following double integral: where Px* N{z) and Q*x N{z) are polynomials of degrees less than or equal to N-n{N) and N respectively with rational coefficients such that Px* N{z)
Equality (4.3) provides a one-parameter family (1 < X < oo) of Padé-type approximations to the dilogarithm. The extreme case X = oo was completely investigated by the author [8] ; indeed, Px,nÍx) coincides with the polynomial Affix) defined in (1.1), which gives the best order 0(z[3Ar/2]) in the right-hand side of (4.3). Nevertheless, owing to the arithmetical property stated in Lemma 3.1, (4.3) can provide better approximations for a suitable choice of X's.
Similarly our polynomials PXtffix) also provide rational approximations to the logarithm log( 1 -z) ; indeed, using the integral for any z e C -[1, oo), we obtain where Rl N{z) is a polynomial of degree less than or equal to N with rational coefficients such that MNR*X Niz) e Z[z]. (4.3) and (4.5) will be used to show the linear independence of the numbers 1, log(l -l/k), and L2{l/k).
Estimates of Px,NÍk) and Jx,nÍ^)
Let k ^ 0, 1 be an arbitrarily fixed integer. The aim of this section is to give good upper estimates of \Px,ffik)\ and \Jx,nÍ^)\ for all sufficiently large N. Throughout this section we write / = 1{N), m = m{N), and n = n{N) for brevity.
We first estimate Px¡Nik). For any real number X > 1, the algebraic equation 
where C is a circle centered at z = x with radius less than 1. Since the point z = k is a removable singularity of the function f{z) = log{z/k)/{k -z), we can change the contour C to the new one Cr consisting of the circle centered at the origin with radius R > 1 and two segments joining z = -R and the origin (see Figure 3 A(3x0-1) • Moreover, the point xo satisfies the algebraic equation (5.1); hence xo = yx¡k since i < x0 < 1. We thus obtain Tx,k{x0, p0) = Fx{yXtk). We next estimate the integral £ÍNÍk) ■ After an m-fold partial integration with respect to x, we have Put K* = min(/c ,1) for brevity. We first suppose that 0 < x < k* . Then it is easily verified that gx,v{z) has two real saddle points z± = z±{X, v) = j^r(xv+l± ^{l-u){l-X2u)^j respectively, satisfying v < z_ < 07 < z+ < 1. Moreover, one can certainly find some simple arc Y* such that the maximum of gXyV{z), as z varies in T*, is attained at the larger saddle point z+ . Hence (5.15) fx,kix)<gx,Áz+)= max gXyl/{y).
\/v<y<\
We next suppose that k < 1 and k < x < 1. Then it is easily seen that gx,viz) has two complex saddle points C± = (±i¿, u) = j~-r(^U + l± 1^/(1 -I/)(AV-1))
respectively, satisfying |C±| = \A^-Moreover, one can easily find a suitable simple arc T» such that the maximum of gx j(/(z), as z varies in T», is attained at z = C+ . Hence respectively. More precisely, h-{x) < y < h+{x) if and only if - §pVXtk{x,y) > 0. The functions h±{x), which are also defined for 0 < x < k , satisfy v < h-{x) < yfv < h+{x) and h+{x) = ä_(k) = 1/A. {h+{x) is strictly decreasing and h-{x) is strictly increasing for 0 < x < k .) On the other hand, the curve defined by ■ §-:VXjc{x, y) = 0 in the region D* can be expressed by the following rational function:
x((2A+l)x-l) _1_ mx) (2A+l)x2 + (3A|fc|-l)x-A|Ä:| 3 < * < "
Clearly y < n{x) if and only if - §¿Vxk{x, y) > 0. The minimum of n{x) for x > 5 is attained at {n{x) is strictly decreasing for 5 < x < 8{X) and strictly increasing for x > 8{X).)
We first consider the case in which n{x) < h±{hc) = 1/A. Then it is easily seen that this inequality is equivalent to condition (a). In this case, the equations h±{x) = n{x) have obviously at least one solution in (5, k) respectively, since h+{0) > 1/A, h-{0) = 0, and rç(i) = 1. On the other hand, it can be seen that any solution x > 3 of the equations h±{x) = n{x) must satisfy the algebraic equation (5.1). Since (5.1) has at most two positive roots, it follows immediately that (5.1) has exactly two distinct positive roots ßltk < yx,k such that h+(ßx,k) = r\{ßx,k) and h-(yltk) = niyx,k) with \ < ßx,k < 7x,k < (A + 2)/(3A + 2). Hence the maximum of Vxk{x, y) in the region Dt = {{x, y) ; 0 < x < k* , ^/v < y < 1} is attained at the point ißx.k ) nißx,k)) 1 which is a unique solution of the equationŝ n,kix,y) = -^Vx>k{x,y) = 0 in D, ; we thus have (5.17) max max Vx¡k{x, y) = Fx{ßx,k). for k < x < 1. Clearly the equation W'x k{x) = 0 is equivalent to the quadratic equation (5.9) for 0 < x < 1 ; thus Wxk{x) is strictly increasing for 0 < x < 8Xk and strictly decreasing for Sx k < x < 1 . Moreover, since the point (k , 1/A) is just on the curve defined by -¡kVxk = 0 and since ni*) < 1/A ; thus we have k > Sxk . Therefore the maximum of Wxk{x) for k < x < 1 is attained at x = k ; hence
From (5.17) and (5.18), we obtain max max Vx%k{x, y) = Fx{ßXtk), 0<x<\ y/v<y<\ which completes the proof of (1).
We next consider the case in which n{x) > 2/{X+ 1) = h+{0). Then it is not difficult to see that this inequality is equivalent to condition (b). In this case the equations h±{x) = n{x) have no positive solutions since k < 8{X) and h+{0) <n{K). Thus h,NÍk) = -foPf^dt = {-irxAN{k).
Main results
We are now ready to state our main theorem. For brevity, put a = o{X, k) = 4X + 2 -e{X) + Fx{aXyk). We also put is a strictly decreasing sequence satisfying yitk -> -fy as k -» oo. Thus both {F^{ß^<k)} and {F${yi¡k)} are strictly decreasing sequences; hence t(3, k) > x{3, 1) for every k > 1. Now it is easily seen that 0.327 < ftj < 5*3,7 < 0.481, F3(0.327) < -12, and F3(0.481) < -12 ; therefore, from (3.6), we have t(3 , 7) = e{3) -14 -max{F3(/?3,7), ^3(73,7)} > e{3) -2 > 0, as required. We next show that t(4, k) > 0 for every integer k < -5. Condition (a) is clearly fulfilled by A = 4 and every k < -6. Moreover, {/?4,;t}/K-6 is a strictly decreasing sequence satisfying ßt,k^> \ as /: -> -00. Hence {F^ijk)}k<_6 is also a strictly decreasing sequence; thus t(4, k) > x{4, -6) for every k < -6. Since /?4,-6 < 0.36 and F4(0.36) < -15.5, we have, from (3. In general it seems to be difficult to find the exact parameter X*{k) at which the irrationality measure a{X, k) p{X,k) = 1 + x{X,k) attains its minimum as A € ( 1, 00) varies. Moreover, in several cases, it seems that X*{k) is not an integer. This will be a new phenomenon because the best parameters were certainly integers in the previous study [7] on the Padé-type approximations to the numbers such as log 2, n/\[3, n2, and Ç(3). Some numerical examples on the irrationality measures p{X, k) of the numbers L2{l/k) derived from our main theorem are given on the next page in Tables 1 and  2 . Here each parameter X{k) is taken to be a rational number with relatively small denominator in order to calculate the exponent e{X) exactly using Lemma 3.3. In each case there may be small room for improvement by choosing more complicated rational parameters. Indeed, for each fixed integer k > 1, the parameter X{k) is chosen so that X{k) is an approximate rational number to a (presumably unique) solution X{k) of the equation Fx{ßxk) = F^yx^). For example, by taking A = yH , one will find that ■*)-5 > "-95.0002 for any sufficiently large integer q . Corollary 2.6 enables us to show the linear independence over Q of the numbers 1, log(l -l/k), and L2{l/k) for every integer k £ (-00, -5] U [7, 00) . To see this, suppose that -T ) + w0L2 ( -j = 0 k 
